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Throughout this paper, for convenience functional will always mean a positive linear functional on a von Neumann algebra. Let us recall that a functional p on a von Neumann algebra M is said to be generalized irreducible on M ii whenever w is a functional on M such that that w^Xp for some positive constant X (i.e., u(A) ^\p(A) for all positive operators A in M), there exists a positive operator B in M such that u(A) =p(AB) for all A EM. As is well known, every normal trace of a finite von Neumann algebra is generalized irreducible (see [4, Lemma 14 .1]). We say that a sequence {p"} of functionals on a von Neumann algebra M is bounded from below by a functional p on M ii púpn for all n. Then we shall prove the following.
Theorem.
Let {pn} be a sequence of normal generalized irreducible functionals on a semifinite factor M bounded from below by a nonzero normal functional 03 on M. Ifpn converges weakly to a normal generalized irreducible functional p on M, then p" converges also uniformly to p.
The reader should refer to J. Dixmier's book [2] as a general reference on von Neumann algebras.
1. In what follows, M will denote a semifinite factor on a Hubert space 77 with inner product ( , ). First we are concerned with a representation theorem of a normal generalized irreducible functional on M which is essentially due to Halpern For each AQM, we denote by Ae the restriction of EAE to £77 and by Me the restriction of EME to £77. Then p induces a faithful normal generalized irreducible functional p on Me by restriction. Indeed, if ¿i is a functional on the factor Me such that ¿i^pp for some positive constant p, then the functional w on ii defined by cd(.4) = ¿o(Ae) (AQM) is bounded by pp. Thus there is a positive operator B in M such that cd(^4) =p(AB) for all A QM, and so ¿o(AE) = oi(EAE) = p(EAEB) = p(EAEBE) + p(EAEB(I -E)) = p(EAEBE) = p(AeBe). Now it turns out from Lemma 1 that ß is a trace of Me-Since Me is a finite factor, there is a positive constant X such that p=Xf, where f is the faithful normal trace of Me induced by the restriction of t on EME. This means that p(EAE) =\r(EAE) for all AQM. Therefore we have p(A) = p(£.4£) = t(\EA) for all AQM.
Remark. As we have seen above, the support £ of a normal generalized irreducible functional on M is necessarily a finite projection in M, i.e., ££9TC.
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The following lemma is elementary, but is of fundamental importance.
Lemma 3. Let {pn} be a sequence of functionals on a von Neumann algebra. If {pn} converges weakly to 0, then p" converges uniformly to 0.
In fact, ||p"|| =pn(7)->0as n-► <».
2. Proof of Theorem. By Lemma 2, p" and p are expressed in the forms pn(A) =X"r(£n^4) and p(^4) =Xr(iL4), where En and E are the supports of Pn and p respectively. Let F he the support of w. Then F is nonzero and F^En, E by the hypothesis. Since p"(F)->p(F), X"t(F)->Xt(F) and hence X"-»X as n->». Now let us consider the factor M = ME obtained by restricting EME to £77 and let Ä denote an operator in M which is the restriction of EAE to £77. pn, p and f denote the functionals on M induced by the restrictions of p", p and r on EME respectively. That is,
pn(Ä)=p"(EAE) and ß(Ä) =p(EAE). Then it is easily seen that Pn(Â) =X"f (ÊnÂ) and ß(Ä) =\t(EÄ).
Here we should notice that £" Let £' = 7-£ and let M be the factor on £'77 obtained by the restriction of E'ME' on £'77. We denote by A the restriction of E'AE' to £'77, and by p" and p the functionals on M induced by restricting p" and p on E'ME' respectively. Then, since £ is the support of p, p = 0. Thus we have Since pn->p weakly, there is a constant K such that p"(E)ll2£K for all «. Thus from (1) we have the following
By what we have proved, ||pn -ß\\-*0, and so {||p"||} is bounded. 
